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Enhanced cooling of hydrogen by a buffer gas of alkali-metal atoms

A. Derevianko,* R. Côté,† A. Dalgarno, and G.-H. Jeung‡

Institute for Theoretical Atomic and Molecular Physics, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, Cambridge, Massachusett
~Received 22 January 2001; published 12 June 2001!

We consider the possibility of enhanced cooling of hydrogen atoms by a buffer gas of alkali-metal atoms Na,
K, Rb, and Cs. Ultracold elastic collision cross sections for the Na-H and Rb-H purely spin-polarized pairs are
found to be 640 and 860 times larger than that for the H-H pair, respectively. From an analysis of the
techniques of production of ultracold sodium and rubidium samples, it seems feasible that the critical condi-
tions for Bose-Einstein condensation of hydrogen could be achieved already at the stage of optical cooling of
the sodium or rubidium buffer gas.
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Bose-Einstein condensation~BEC! of a dilute gas of hy-
drogen @1# is a delicate experimental task because of
smallness of elastic cross sections, which impedes evap
tive cooling. Côté et al. @2# have investigated the possibilit
of an enhanced cooling of atomic hydrogen by mixing w
ultracold lithium gas. They found that at ultracold tempe
tures the7Li-H elastic cross section of purely spin-polarize
pairs is 1400 times larger than for H-H collisions and the
fore lithium could be efficient in accelerating the cooling
hydrogen. In the present work, we extend the treatmen
Ref. @2# of the cooling of hydrogen in a buffer gas of lithium
atoms to heavier Na, K, Rb, and Cs atoms. There is a
ticular interest in23Na and 87Rb stemming from the avail
ability of established methods to efficiently create ultrac
samples and Bose-Einstein condensates@3,4#. By a direct
calculation, we will demonstrate that the ultracold Na-H a
Rb-H elastic cross section are a factor of 640 and 860 la
than that for a pair of hydrogen atoms, respectively. We fi
that with available techniques for creating ultracold sodi
~rubidium! samples, the critical BEC conditions for hydro
gen could be achieved through laser cooling of the alk
metal component, without resorting to techniques of cr
genic and evaporative cooling.

In Ref. @5# we presented quantum-mechanical calculatio
of the potential-energy curves for the singlet and triplet sta
of LiH, NaH, KH, RbH, and CsH formed by the approach
ground-state alkali-metal atoms and hydrogen atoms. We
termined precise values for the coefficients of the van
Waals interaction and estimated the contribution of the
change interaction at large distances. Together with em
cal data, these were used to assess and improve the acc
of the ab initio potentials.

In a magnetic trap, atoms are confined in a ‘‘low-fie
seeking’’ spin-polarized state, and most ground-state co
sions occur in the triplet molecular potentiala 3S1. In Fig. 1
we present thea 3S1 molecular potentials between hydroge
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and alkali-metal atoms, constructed in Ref.@5#. The potential
wells at large internuclear distances are formed due to
interplay of repulsive exchange interaction and attractive
der Waals forces. Although at a given internuclear separa
both interactions are stronger for a heavier dimer@5#, the
position of the minimum shifts towards larger distances
the mass of the alkali-metal atom increases. The poten
well is deeper for lighter dimers. Each of these wells su
ports a single bound vibrational state. From the numer
solution of the eigenvalue problem, we determined the po
tions of the bound states and we present them in Table

Magnetic trap losses occur if during a collision the ato
changes the projection of its spin onto the confining m
netic field. These spin-flip collisions are characterized
both singletX 1S1 and tripleta 3S1 potentials. The singlet
potentials are presented in Fig. 2. TheX 1S1 potential wells
are substantially deeper than thea 3S1 triplet potentials.
These wells are formed by an interplay between repuls
short-range forces and attractive exchange and van der W
interactions. Since the atomic core is bigger for heav
alkali-metal atoms, the minima of the potentials are loca
at increasingly larger internuclear distances from sodium
dride to cesium hydride. The singlet potentials, presente
Fig. 2, were constructed in Ref.@5# by combining the em-
pirical results, reviewed in Ref.@6#, with those from
molecular-structure calculations. Theab initio dissociation
energies for theX 1S1 states agree to within 2% with ex
perimental values. Contrary to theX 1S1 case, there are no
empirical data to assess the quality of thea 3S1 potentials.
We assume that the adopteda 3S1 potentials have an accu

e-

n-

FIG. 1. a 3S1 potentials for alkali hydrides@5#.
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racy of the order of 1%, based on the agreement of the
and experiment for the singlet potentials@5#.

Using the constructed potentials@5#, we calculated radia
continuum wave functions using the Numerov method, a
obtained phase shiftsd l , from which we determined scatte
ing lengths, cross sections, and rate coefficients. The sin
and triplet scattering lengthsaS and aT were calculated by
taking the low-energy limit

a52 lim
k→0

tand0~k!

k
, ~1!

whered0 is thes-wave phase shift, andk is the wave vector
of relative motion. The values ofaS and aT are listed in
Table II. We tested the sensitivity of the scattering lengths
performing calculations with uniformly scaled potentials

U~R!→~11l!U~R!. ~2!

The scattering lengths corresponding tol561% are pre-
sented in Table II. The triplet scattering lengths are inse
tive to such modifications, because the shallowa 3S1 poten-
tials each support a single bound state. Due to the la
density of bound vibrational states in theX 1S1 potential,
the singlet scattering lengthaS is very sensitive to uncertain
ties in the potential. Indeed, deepening the reference po
tial by 1% for KH allows a new bound state to appear, ca
ing aS to pass through infinitely large values.

We may estimate the scattering length from effect
range theory as

aeff'
\

A2mEb

, ~3!

TABLE I. Binding energy of the vibrational state supported
a 3S1 potentials and the scattering lengths calculated in
effective-range approximation, Eq.~3!. All values are in atomic
units.

23Na-H 39K-H 87Rb-H 133Cs-H

Eb 2.96431027 7.33431027 2.44331027 1.78531027

aT
eff 31.0 19.5 33.6 39.2

FIG. 2. X 1S1 potentials for alkali hydrides@5#.
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whereEb is the binding energy of the last bound state. T
resulting scattering lengths are presented in Table I; they
in fair agreement with the results of the direct calculatio
listed in Table II.

The total elastic cross section is expressed through
phase shifts as

s5
4p

k2 (
l 50

~2l 11!sin2d l , ~4!

while the transport~momentum-transfer! cross section is cal-
culated from

s tr5E ~12cosu!ds, ~5!

5
4p

k2 (
l 50

~ l 11!sin2~d l 112d l !. ~6!

The results are shown in Fig. 3. For ultracold temperatu
wheres-wave scattering dominates, the total and the tra
port cross section are equal and are given by 4pa2. The
l 51 partial waves start contributing at the 1% level wh
energies of 831028 hartree are reached for NaH.

Assuming equal temperatures of the hydrogen and alk
metal gases, we determine rate coefficients for elastic s
tering as

kr5A 8

pmb E
0

`

~bE!s~E!e2bEd~bE!, ~7!

where b[1/(kBT), E5\2k2/(2m), and m is the reduced
mass of the system. The results of the calculation are
sented in Fig. 4. For temperatures below 1 mK, the r
coefficients are accurately approximated bykr

54pa2A8/pmb, wherea is the relevant scattering length.
In experiments on Bose-Einstein condensation@1#, a

cloud of hydrogen atoms is placed in a magnetic field, wh
traps spin-polarized low-field seeking atoms. The cor
sponding triplet scattering length@7# is aT

H2H51.212a0 (a0:
bohr radius!. Our calculations demonstrate that the trip

e
TABLE II. Scattering lengths in a.u. fora 3S1 andX 1S1 po-

tentials. The entries marked hybrid were calculated employing
tentials constructed in Ref.@5#. Other values were obtained wit
potentials uniformly scaled asU(R)→lU(R).

l 23Na-H 39K-H 87Rb-H 133Cs-H

a 3S1

hybrid 43.2 34.7 50.2 56.8
21% 44.3 35.2 51.4 58.4
11% 42.3 34.3 49.1 55.4

X 1S1

hybrid 29.77 292.6 1.07 9.78
21% 0.73 22.99 7.42 14.5
11% 283.6 41.9 211.0 4.22
4-2
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elastic cross sections for the sodium-hydrogen pairs
54pa2) are 640 times larger than that for the hydroge
hydrogen pair (s58pa2). For the rubidium-hydrogen pair
this factor is 860. The efficiency of the kinetic-energy tran
fer to the hydrogen atom is proportional to the ratio of t
mass of the hydrogen atom to the mass of the alkali-m
atom A. Accordingly we define as a measure of the therm
ization efficiency of a single collision of a hydrogen ato
with a buffer-gas atom the ratio

f 5
MH

MA

s~A2H!

s~H2H!
5

1

2

MH

MA
S aT

A2H

aT
H2HD 2

. ~8!

The calculated values are listed in Table III. We include7Li
for which the triplet scattering length@2# is aT565(5)a0.
Due to its smaller mass,7Li may be the best candidate for
buffer-gas cooling technique with an efficiency factorf
5205. Sodium hasf 528; K, Rb, and Cs are less efficien
with f '10.

Spin-flip collisions lead to trap losses. In the limit o
small energies of relative motion, the corresponding cr
section is estimated bysSF5p(aT2aS)2 @8#. Using scatter-

FIG. 3. Elastic~solid lines! and transport~dashed lines! cross
sections for collision of spin-polarized alkali-metal atoms and
drogen.
01140
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ing lengths calculated with the reference potentials, we fi
for NaH sSF'8800 a.u. Unfortunately, due to the large u
certainties in the singlet scattering lengths, no definite c
clusions can be drawn about spin-flip losses, except that
are probably large if collisions are not in a pure triplet sta

In the hydrogen BEC experiment@1#, the Ioffe-Pritchard
magnetic trap is loaded with hydrogen atoms atT
'250 mK. Further cooling is achieved by contact of t
atoms with a cryogenic wall. The large frequency of the L
a transition prevents the use of optical cooling for hydroge
As an alternative, an alkali-metal buffer gas could be int
duced and laser cooled driving down the temperature of
hydrogen component through collisions with alkali atoms.
this active stage the temperature of the combined sys
could be potentially lowered to 50–100mK ~e.g., as in the
recent MIT experiment@4# on sodium BEC!. The critical

-

FIG. 4. Elastic ~solid lines! and momentum-transfer~dashed
lines! rate coefficients for collisions of spin-polarized alkali-met
atoms and hydrogen.

TABLE III. Measure of efficiencyf, Eq. ~8!, of cooling of a
hydrogen sample by a buffer gas of alkali-metal atoms.

7Li 23Na 39K 87Rb 133Cs

205 28 11 10 8
4-3
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temperature of the hydrogen BEC transition is 50mK @1#.
Therefore, depending on the densities, the BEC conditi
for the hydrogen component could be achieved at the op
stage. In contrast, temperatures no lower than 200mK have
been obtained for Li@9#. Although Li (f 5205) is more ef-
ficient than Na (F528) at cooling H, the critical temperatur
cannot be reached by optical cooling using Li.

In the subsequent passive scheme both components c
be evaporatively cooled simultaneously. The evapora
cooling of a hydrogen cloud is very slow due to the sm
H-H elastic cross sections. In the combined system with
as the buffer gas, the sodium atoms would serve as a so
of thermalization for hydrogen. The efficiency of thermaliz
tion is determined by both cross sections and the rela
densities of two gases. Peak densities of sodium BEC w
np'1.531014 cm23 comparable to densities of hydroge
@1# were recently reported@3# ~similarly, Rb could also be
used, although momentum transfer is less efficient!. How-
n

,
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ever, superfluidity properties of a sodium~or rubidium! con-
densate may limit the efficiency of sympathetic cooling
hydrogen at extremely low temperatures@10#.

To summarize, an efficient pathway for achieving Bos
Einstein condensation of hydrogen through enhanced coo
by a buffer gas of sodium atoms seems feasible, due to la
elastic cross sections for sodium-hydrogen collisions.
emphasize that it may be possible to optically cool the co
bined system to the critical conditions required for a hyd
gen BEC.
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